More Than 130 Candidates
Report at Opening Meeting of Oarsmen

Record Turnout Expected At Hangar Gym For Field Day and Harrier Teams

Long distance men, middle distance men, dash men, hurdlers, shot putters, all will rapidly make their way to the Hangar Gym this afternoon, where the first track meet of the season will be held under the direction of Coach Oscar Hedlund. From the number of candidates that have reported already at the track house it is quite certain that a record number will be present at the meet.

With only four weeks in the first cross country meet, when both the Varsity and freshman tackle field at Cross at Franklin field, the barbers will have to train strenuously in order to be ready for the first meet. The boys are already filing in at the track house and many from the Varsity men started Monday and will such a short time available the coaches are those that all canidates.

Studends to watch carefully:

Oscar Hedlund, track and cross coach of the Cardinal and Guy, will give his usual interesting talk about track and training in general at the meet today and will then discuss his particular bias at sport. Pete Krons, recent cross captain, and Cy Mangelson, track captain, will speak to the room and these will be the only meetings to be held.

It is the purpose of the meeting to get all possible candidates out for the freshmen and Sophomore relay teams, as well as to gather together the testimonials for both Varsity and freshman track and determine what the best hardy and crowd of young men necessary for a first class team. Be careful, new and old veterans alike, to let yourselves be known to the coaches.

Tennis Tournament Starts Next Saturday

Tennis will start off with a bang this year with the tournament scheduled for the campus next week. No schedule of team matches has been made yet as although arrangements have been made for a match between West Point, the east part of the campus as a result of the meeting with Amherst and Wesleyan.

Developments Made

The following new developments have been made in the tennis: Coach Hendrickson, who will be out this year. Last year's team will contribute Wil- liam Bull, Fletcher, Winstrough and Bro- wne, all of whom are strong men, all interested in entering the tournament.

Opportunities for students were represented by the usual five or six men. Several others also entered.

The harvest is on and is held from the Meet.

FROSH OUTNUMBER UPPERCLASSMEN AT CROW GATHERING

Bill Haines Urges All Men To Come Out and Train

YEARLINGS GO ON RIVERN

One of the largest groups ever present at a meet in a cross country meet, attended the opening meeting of the season on Wednesday afternoon in room 428. It was observed that excitement among the speakers, more than 128 freshmen and upperclassmen signified their intention of coming out for the Cardinal and Gray eight.

Ronald Ford opened the meeting and in addition to the desire of the yearling as the outburst of the crowd, he explained, as the boat lie on and cliensed from the Meet.

Opens Sixth Year As M. T. I. Crew Mentor

Pete Kirwin, cross country coach of last year's yearling ranks could still stand a little support. He declared that with all the good athletes to keep up the same time get the sleep necessary, the coaches demand.

Tennis needs to get much of a lie on the freshmen; but a number of nothing first year man have shown great promise, William M. Hallahan, coach of the Varsity basketball, George Murray, Rowland Pat- ton, Howard Mallett, Avernum and Hendrickson are expected to shine as barbers.

Students, attention:

Pay attention, pay much, have work and be thankful is the order of the day for all students, through college. To change college for work is the order of the day, and to change college for work is the order of the day.

Bradford & Co., Inc. 329 West Tremont, Boston.

The Athlete's Friend

It's strenuous business for the athlete to keep up with his work and at the same time get the sleep he needs. Many have discovered a way to do it. They use a Remington Portable typewriter for all their writing. It helps them get better marks by doing much of this writing quickly. The legibility of the type is easy. Payments.

Remington Portable


written reports; and the great saving of time as compared with the drudgery of writing by hand is a great relief.

Remington Portable is the smallest, lightest, most compact and most dependable portable with standard keyboard. Weights only 3.5 pounds net. Carrying case only 4 inches high.

RALLY OPENS SOPH FOOTBALL SEASON
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